Mingarry and Glac Ealagainn
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Much more information about Mingarry can be seen at moidart.org.uk/archaeology/Mingarry
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8856/70112. (31/1/2008).
68860/70145. (31/1/2008).
68817/70174. (31/1/2008).
68858/70254. (31/1/2008).

A view from south-west.
68874/70260. (31/1/2008).
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68816/70331. (31/1/2008).
68832/70317. (31/1/2008).

A view from west. 68889/70111.
(31/1/2008).

9

A building ~7.5 x 4m. Beside it
there is a set of semi-organised
stones in a semi-circle. 68947/70412.
(22/2/2008).

10

This building is about 12m from 9 and ~25m from the burn. ~5 x 3m. One end is straight
and the other curved. There is a doorway to the north-east. 68966/70404. (22/2/2008).

View from north-west.
11 and 12
The far-away pole is in site 11.
The nearer pole is in site 12.
Building 11 ~8 x 3m. There is
a gap of ~2m from 10. There is
a doorway to the east.
68969/70396. (22/2/2008).
Building 12 ~5 x 3m. There
is a doorway to the east and it
is ~8m from 13. 68967/70388.
(22/2/2008).

13 and 14

13 A semi-circular enclosure
to a small rock face. It is next
to 14 and 8m from 12.
68976/70384. (22/2/2008).
14
A stone enclosure
from the burn to buildings 13
and 11. 68978/70347.
(22/2/2008).

View from north

A general view of sites 9, 10,
11, 12.

15

There are extensive lazybeds to the west of 9. (22/2/2008).

16

An oval enclosure. Beinn Bhreac.
6850/7130. (31/1/2008).

17

Lazybeds. Glac Ealagainn. 69697/69900. (30/9/2010).

18

A shieling beside lazybeds. ~6m
long externally. There is a
doorway to 1700. 69647/69902.
(30/9/2010).

19

An enclosure which is not very visible because of bracken coverage. Altitude 55m.
69645/70051. (30/9/2010).

20

The furthest point examined.
Lochan Glac Ealagain 6958/7054.
(30/9/2010).
little loch of the hollow of deer
hunting. glac f = a valley, hollow.
èileag = a V-shaped place for
deer hunting.

